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 My name is Andy Stahl.  I am Executive Director of Forest Service Employees for 

Environmental Ethics, a 10,000-member coalition of civil servants who manage our national 

forests and citizens who own them.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this invitation to offer our 

perspective on the Federal Land Recreation Enhancement Act (“FLREA”). 

 

 My testimony will address the following:  1) free vs. fee recreation; 2) land manager 

incentives; and, 3) our recommendations. 

 

Free v. Fee Recreation 

 

 For many people, access to FLREA’s “standard amenity” recreational opportunities is 

free of charge.  These people include up to 50 million Americans who are permanently disabled 

(plus up to three additional accompanying adults), 60 million Americans under the age of 16, 

over two million active duty, reserve and national guard personnel and their one million spouses 

(plus up to three additional adults in a vehicle), and an unknown number of volunteers who 

contribute 250 service hours to land management agencies (plus up to three accompanying 

adults).  In addition, about 50 million Americans 62 years of age or older qualify for almost-free 

recreation at a life-time cost of $10 (plus up to three additional adults in the vehicle). 

 

 In sum, over one-third, and perhaps as many as one-half of Americans, are eligible for 

free or almost-free vehicular access to federal land recreation opportunities for which the rest of 

America pays an annual or per visit fee.  These opportunities include the use of standard amenity 

recreational facilities on national forests and BLM lands. 

 

 Few people begrudge these folks the free recreation on federal land that they enjoy.  But, 

if we deem these Americans eligible for free or almost-free federal land recreation, why should 

not other Americans also enjoy free access to the public lands they own in common?  For 

example, other public employees, such as firefighters and police officers, risk their lives in the 

line of duty no less than do our military heroes. Single mothers are, on average, more strapped 

financially than are seniors (compare median household income for seniors of $45,763 versus 

$25,172 for single moms).  And is volunteer service to a federal land management agency of any 

less value to society than volunteering through a church, food bank, school, or scouts, as 64 

million Americans do each year? 



 

Land Manager Incentives 

 

 It has been argued that recreation fees provide a market-like incentive to federal land 

managers to provide the recreation demanded by fee payers.  It’s a nice theory, but has not 

worked well in practice.  Recreation managers get no signal regarding the type or location of 

recreation desired by users when they purchase an $80 America the Beautiful annual pass.  The 

annual pass provides as much information about recreation preferences to managers as taxes tell 

Congress how much to spend on Medicare versus food stamps. 

 

 Even where day-use fees are collected on site, the budgeting practices of federal 

bureaucracies often muddy the market signals.  As former Oregon Dunes National Recreation 

Area district ranger Ed Becker explains in the attached essay, “it was evident that the Fee Demo 

funds collected on the Oregon Dunes Recreation Area were being used to offset reduced 

appropriations across other districts in the southern zone. Tracking these funds at the level of the 

Supervisor’s Office became a futile exercise as appropriated, partnership and Fee Demo funds 

were mixed and shifted between resource programs and districts.”  Ranger Becker’s experiences 

moved him from an avid fee proponent to a disenchanted recreationist “trying to decipher the 

myriad of passes that will keep me from getting a parking citation.”  To illustrate, the attached 

photograph of the Cape Perpetua Overlook shows no fewer than three official government 

placards that try to explain the fee program at this standard amenity fee site (also see photo 

attached for a picture of the $5 “amenity”).  Last week, during a several-hour visit to the 

overlook, I noted that four-fifths of the automobiles parked at the site did so without paying the 

fee or exhibiting one of the eligible annual passes. 

 

 Ranger Becker’s experience is not an isolated one.  At the Mendenhall Glacier visitor 

center (the first built on national forest lands), the Forest Service re-allocates fees collected at the 

center to subsidize low-revenue recreation facilities elsewhere on the vast Tongass National 

Forest.  Even while the visitor center’s facilities are often overwhelmed with cruise boat tourists 

who experience less-than-clean bathrooms and the discourtesy of having to pay to enter what is 

predominately a commercial gift shop.  Annual passes and the re-allocation of day-use fees from 

popular sites to subsidize lesser-used facilities waters down whatever “incentive” signals fees 

might otherwise provide to managers. 

 

Recommendations 

 

 What makes sense for almost half of Americans should make sense for all.  FSEEE 

recommends that Congress re-authorize FLREA, but delete the authority in 16 USC 6802(f) to 

charge standard amenity recreation fees on Forest Service, BLM and Bureau of Reclamation 

lands.  This amendment would retain fee authority for entrance to national parks and for the 

“expanded amenity” recreational uses for which fees have been authorized since 1965, e.g., 

developed campgrounds and cabin rentals. 

 

 We also recommend that the recreation appropriations for the three affected agencies be 

increased by an amount no less than the value of the standard amenity fee receipts paid in 2012. 

 



 

 







 
 

 

 



 
 

 

Cape Perpetua Overlook Fee Signage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Cape Perpetua Overlook amenity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

Cape Perpetua Overlook’s Priceless View 


